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ON ADF GOODNESS-OF-FIT TEST WITH PARAMETRIC
HYPOTHESES FOR ERGODIC DIFFUSION PROCESS

USING A MINIMUM DISTANCE ESTIMATOR

By Maroua BEN ABDEDDAIEM*

Laboratoire Manceau de Mathématiques, Université du Maine.
A problem of the construction of the goodness-of-fit test for a

continuons time ergodic diffusion process is considered. The basic
hypothesis is parametric and we use a minimum distance estimator
based on the local time estimator (empirical density) of the invariant
density. We construct an asymptotically distribution free test using
two linear transformations applied to the normalized déviation of the
empirical density.

1. Introduction. Goodness-of-fit (GoF) tests play an important rôle
in theoretical and applied statistics. They allow to verify the correspon-
dence between the proposed theoretical models and real data. The goal of
this work is the construction of the GoF test in the case of observations of

ergodic diffusion process under the parametric basic hypothesis. We propose
an asymptotically distribution free test, which is based on two linear trans-
formations of the normalized déviation of the empirical density. Note that
the test with the limit distribution not depending on the underlying model
is called asymptotically distribution free (ADF).

First of ail we remind the problem of the construction of the Cramér-
von Mises test for the simple basic hypothesis in the case of the i.i.d.
classical model. We shall mention that this problem was widely studied
by many authors, e.g., [6], [7], [1] and [21]. We hâve n i.i.d. observations
Xn — (Ai,..., Xn) with distribution function F (x) and the null hypothesis
is simple LLq against any fixed alternative LL\:

Hq '■ F (x) = Fq (x) , H\ : F (x) ^ Fq (x), x G R,

where Fq (•) is a known continuons distribution function. We hâve to con-
struct the Cramér-von Mises test of asymptotic size a G (0,1), i.e.,

lim EoTn = a.
n—>oo
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Here \l/n is the probability to reject the hypothesis Bq and Eo is the math-
ematical expectation under Bq. Many GoF tests are based on the following
convergence (under Bq) :

1 n
Vn (Fn (x) — Fo (x^j =>■ B (F0 (x)), Fn (x) = - ^U

3=1

where B (•) is a Brownian bridge and Fn (x) is the empirical distribution
function. Therefore, we hâve the convergence for the Cramér-von Mises
statistic (with the change of variable s — Fq (x))

0n — n (A (x) - F0 (æ))
2

dF0 (x)

B(F0(x))2dF0(x)= / B{s)2ds =

The limit process 4> does not dépend on the model (here Fo (•)). Hence the
Cramér-von Mises test = !{</,n>Ca} is ADF, of asymptotic size a and
consistent under alternative Fi, i.e.,

P F {0n > ca} lj as n -> +oo.

Indeed, the threshold ca which is solution of the équation

P0 {(f) > ca} = a, a G (0,1)

is the same for ail possible Fo(-) (see, e.g., [21]).
Let us recall what happens in the case of the parametric null hypothesis

Ho : F(-)e{F(ê,-),êeB = (a,b)},

where 0 < a < b < oo and F($, x) is known smooth function of ’d (un-
known and one-dirnensional) and x. We hâve to construct the GoF test \kn
of asymptotic size a, i.e.,

lim E$vî'n — a, for ail ’d G 0,
n—>■ oo

where E$ is the mathematical expectation under Bq.
Introduce the Cramér-von Mises type statistic

(1.1) 4>n = f Un (x)2dF(î?n,x), Un (x) = y/Ü (Pn (x) - F(^n,x)) ,
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Here \I/n is the probability to reject the hypothesis Ho and Eo is the math-
ematical expectation under Ho- Many GoF tests are based on the following
convergence (under Ho) :

B(F0(x)), (x)
n ^{Xj<x}i

3—1

where B (•) is a Brownian bridge and Fn (x) is the empirical distribution
function. Therefore, we hâve the convergence for the Cramér-von Mises
statistic (with the change of variable s — Fq (x))

= n Fn (x) - Fo (x)j dF0 (x)

/oo niB(F0(x))2AF0(x)= / B(s)2ds
-oo J 0

The limit process (f) does not dépend on the model (here Fo (•)). Hence the
Cramér-von Mises test = I{0n>Ca} is ADF, of asymptotic size a and
consistent under alternative Hi, i.e.,

Pi? {(j)n > ca} —> 1, as n —>• +oo.

Indeed, the threshold ca which is solution of the équation

Po {4> > ca} = a, a e (0,1)

is the same for ail possible Fo(-) (see, e.g., [21]).
Let us recall what happens in the case of the parametric null hypothesis

Ho : F(-)e{F(ê,-),tiee = (a,b)},

where 0 < a < b < oo and F($,x) is known smooth function of $ (un-
known and one-dimensional) and x. We hâve to construct the GoF test
of asymptotic size a, i.e.,

lim E$Tn = a, for ail d G 0,
n—» oo

where E^ is the mathematical expectation under Ho-
Introduce the Cramér-von Mises type statistic

(1.1) <f>n= [ Un (x)2dF('dn,x), Un(x) = y/n(Pn(x) - F(ên,x)) ,
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Based on the above linear transformation applied to Un (•) the “empirical
version” of U (•), we introduce the statistic

/oo [L[Un] (æ)]2dF0n,x)
-oo

and we hâve the convergence (under T-Lq)

/oo rlW(F('d,x)fàF('d,x)= W(t)2dt = v.
-oo J 0

The limit statistic v does not dépend onF(y) and the unknown parameter
û. Therefore the test

= %n>A;a}, P?? {v > ka} = a

is ADF and of asymptotique size a. Note that the linear transformation
L [•] defined by (1.4) was proposed by Khmaladze [14] and is based on two
strong results. One of Shepp [28] (équivalence of Gaussian measures) and the
second of Hitsuda [12] (représentation of Gaussian processes équivalent to
Wiener process). Another (direct) proof of this resuit was obtained recently
by Kleptsyna & Kutoyants [15] using the solution of Fredholm équation of
the second kind with degenerated kernel.

We hâve to emphasize that in these papers and many other works, e.g.,

Maglapheridze et al. [22], the estimator used was always the MLE and this
is important for the construction of the linear transformation L [•] (1.4) and
ADF tests and in our work it is the minimum distance estimator (MDE).

There are at least two reasons to use this approach. The first one : the cal-
culation of the MLE involves the calculation of the large number of stochastic
intégrais. Its calculation in real problems where the driving process is not
exactly Wiener process can be an unstable problem. This problem does not
exists in the calculation of the MDE. Therefore the algorithms are more
robust. The second reason is of theoretical order. In the large majority of
the known GoF tests to obtain the ADF test we are obliged to use the MLE
[14] and the theoretical study of the use of non-MLE is rather poor.

In this case, the limit expression for the underlying statistics is as follows:

(1.5) U(t) = B(t) g ($, s) dB (s) / h ($, s) ds, <)(tf,s)2ds = 1,
Jo Jo Jo

but with two different fonctions g (•, •) and /&(•,•). Note that this représenta-
tion can be obtained using the same arguments as it was done in obtention



in the équation (1.3), i.e., as in the case of the MLE. We don’t give the
details here because the représentation (1,5) will not be used in the paper.

Now, if we use the relation B(t) = W(t) — W(l)t, where W(t), 0 < t < 1 is
a Wiener process, then we obtain

U (t) = W{t) - V f gi(ti,s) dW(s) [ ht (i9, s) ds,
JZ7 4o Jo

where h\ ($, s) =

9 0?, s) and g3 (tf,
the fonctions

9i (#, s) =
1

: 1, h2(tf,s) = /i3(tf,s) = h(tf,s), g2(iï,s) =

g ($, s) ds. This will increase the dimension of

g (tf, s) = (^i (tf, s), g2 (#, s), (^, s))
and

h (î?, s) = (hi (i?, s), h2 (#, s), h3 (t?, s)).
Even if the estimated parameter is one-dimensional, the form of the linear
transformation (1.4) of the process (1.5) will become much more compli-
cated. This is probably the reason why this problem was not considered till
now.

Recently, the problem of the construction of the linear transformation in
the case of other estimators (i.e., if we hâve not MLE) with limit Gaussian
process

(1.6) U(t) = W(t) ~ [ g(0,s)dW(3)
J 0

h ($, s) ds

was studied in [3]. Note that this représentation can be obtained for a large
class of estimators in the case of the stochastic processes models. The linear
transformation is based on the solution of Fredholm équation of the second
kind with degenerated kernel. The several steps of the proof can be found
in [3]. We hâve to note that this linear transformation is rather cumbersome
and we understand that this resuit is in some sense “négative” and says
that if we hâve no MLE it is better to seek another method to obtain the
ADF GoF test. In our problem (see (1.6)), the main différence with the
i.i.d. case (see (1.5)) is due to the Wiener process. Therefore, it is possible
to construct a linear transformation which transforms the Gaussian process

(1.6) into Wiener process. Indeed, this property allows us to construct ADF
GoF tests for several stochastic processes models (see [3] for the continuous
time diffusion process with “small noise” and [2] for the continuous time
inhomogeneous Poisson process).
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In the présent work, we consider a similar problem of the construction of
the GoF test for the continuons time ergodic diffusion process with para-
metric basic hypothesis. We propose an ADF GoF test, which is based on
two linear transformations applied to the normalized déviation of the em-

pirical density. The first one was introduced in [17] and the second one was
constructed in [3].

First we remind what happens in the case of the simple basic hypothesis
for this model of observations (see [17] for more details):

"Ho-' the observed diffusion process satisfies the stochastic differential

dXt = So(Xt) dt + a (Xt) dWt, *0, 0 < t < T,

where Wt is a Wiener process, So(-) is some known function and Xq is the
initial value of Xt.

In this statement, the diffusion process is supposed to be ergodic with
the density of invariant law fs0 (a?) (can be found, e.g., in [16]). We dénoté
by Fs0 (x) the corresponding distribution function. Introduce the local time
estimator (empirical density) of the invariant density

(1.7) ÎT (x) =
2Ay(x)
a(x)2T’

where At {x) is the local time of the observed diffusion process

At (x) \XT -x\- |X0 sgn(Xt - x) dXt.

The above définition can be found, e.g., in [16] Chapter 1, Section 1.1.3.
The Cramér-von Mises type statistic based on the empirical density

5t = J CtO)2 dFSo (x), Ct(x) = Vf (^fT (x) - fSo (x))
admits the following limit (under the hypothesis 7do)

/oo ((S0,x)2dFSo(x).
-oo

Here

C (Sa, x) = 2 fSa (x) H Fso iy'>Xf^} dlX (y),J-oo v{y)Vfs0{y)
where W (•) is double-sided Wiener process and the limit process ô (So)
dépends strongly on the model (here So(-) and a (•)) (the proof can be
found in [16]).

é
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To avoid this problem and obtain the ADF test, a linear transformation
L\ [Ct] (') °f the random function Ct(') was proposed in [17]

(1-8) Li [Ct] (x) = f (J {y) fs0 (y) dJ — oo

Ct (y)
ZfSn (y).

Therefore,

/oo rl[L\ [Ct] {x)}2 dFSo (x) => / îds2 ds,
-oo J 0

where ws, 0 < s < 1 is a Wiener process. Then, after transformation, the
test statistic St becomes as follows:

1 f1 g{W<æ}
.VT Jo <r(Xa) [dX3

2

S0(X5)ds] dFSo (x)

with the same limit (1.9). Note that this statistic was introduced in the
similar problem in [23] to construct the Kolmogorov-Smirnov type ADF
test. Therefore, the test

C>t - 1{4>ca}’ P w2 ds > ca = a

is ADF under the simple basic hypothesis 77o (see [17] for more details).
The same problem was studied in [15] in the case of the parametric null

hypothesis 77q that

dXt = <9(0, Xt) dt + a (Xt) dWt, Xq, 0 <t<T, râeQ = (a,b).

The trend coefficient S (i9, x) is some known (smooth) function which de-
pends on the unknown parameter Let the invariant density / (â, x) be
given by

(1.10) f{ïï,x)
1

G (i9) a (x)2
exp f* s(0,y)

o T (y)2
x G R,

where G (i9) is the normalizing constant defîned by

(un GM.r.W"«p{2rîa|>d,j<i.,J-OO l ^0 cr [y) J

We dénoté by F (i9, x) the corresponding distribution function.
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Introduce the statistic

ÂT = / x)2 dF{êT, x), x) = Vt (fT (x) - f(êT, ^)) ,J—oo ' '

where iJt is the MLE of the parameter tb Unfortunately, the immédiate use
of the test (çt — I{ÂT>da} leads to the same problem as in the i.i.d. case.
Indeed, the limit distribution of this statistic (as T —* oo) under Bq dépends
on the model, i.e, S (•, •) , <r (•) and the unknown parameter tb

In order to obtain the ADF test, two linear transformations which trans-
form the limit statistic into Wiener process were introduced. It was shown
that the first linear transformation (1.8) of the statistic /yr(-, •) gives us
statistic which is asymptotically équivalent to the statistic

ir(^T,x) =
1 fT *{X,<x}

Vr Jo a (xs) dXs-S(êT,Xs)ds

Both statistics converge to the same limit Gaussian process (as T —y oo)

(1.12) U(t) = W(t)~ [ h (i9, s) dW (s) f h(ti,s)ds, 0 < t < 1,
'o 10

where

h(^s) = /(^)_ 2
sj^F-1 (#,s)) r

g (F-1 (tf, s)) ’ Jo
h (î?, s)2 ds = 1.

Here F_1 (tf, s) is the inverse function of F ($, y), i.e., y is the solution of the
équation s = F ($, y), I {’&) is the Fisher information and W(s), 0 < s < 1 is
a Wiener process. Note that the process (1.12) is in some sense a “universal
limit” which appears in the problems of goodness-of-fit testing for stochastic
processes. For example, the same limit is obtained in the cases of diffusion
process with “small noise” and inhomogeneous Poisson process (see, e.g.,

[18]). The main différence with the i.i.d. case is due to the Wiener process
here (see (1.12)), while in the i.i.d. case the Brownian bridge B (t), 0 < t < 1
appears (see (1.3)).

The limit Gaussian process U (•) is not distribution free. Hence, the ADF
test was based on a second linear transformation L [•] given by (1.4) such
that L [U] (t) = wt, where wt, 0 < t < 1 is a Wiener process. The convergence

t)t = L dF(èT,x) df
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was proved. Then, the ADF test was defined by <^t — H{f]T>da} (see [15] f°r
more details).

There are several GoF tests for the continuons time diffusion and inho-
mogeneous Poisson processes proposed, e.g, in the works [27], [19], [18] and
[4]. See also [5] where some GoF tests for diffusion and inhomogeneous Pois-
son processes with simple basic hypothesis were studied. It was shown that
these tests are ADF. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for ergodic diffusion
process was studied, e.g., in [9] and [10]. In [16], Section 5.4, the author
discusses some possibilities of the construction of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
and the Cramér-von Mises tests when the ergodic diffusion process is ob-
served on continuous time. The same problem was considered in [11] but for
the hypothesis with sign-type trend coefficient. In this case, two Cramér-von
Mises GoF tests based on the empirical distribution function and the em-

pirical density were studied. More about GoF tests for the ergodic diffusion
process can be found, e.g., in Kleptsyna & Kutoyants [15] for the parametric
hypothèses and Negri & Nishiyama [23] for the simple hypothèses.

We shall mention that the general case of ergodic diffusion process with
unknown shift (one dimensional) parameter was introduced in [26]. The
authors showed that the limit distribution of the Cramér-von Mises type
statistic does not dépend on the unknown parameter. Therefore, the test
based on this statistic is asymptotically parameter free (APF). Moreover,
the APF Kolmogorov-Smirnov type tests were studied in [29]. Similar re-
sults for the APF tests of the Cramér-von Mises type statistic hâve been
obtained by Kutoyants [17]. The author studied the case of the composite
basic hypothesis with a parametric class of diffusion processes including the
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck and simple switching processes.

More problems of the construction of the GoF tests for the discrète time
observations were widely studied by many authors, e.g., Negri & Nishiyama
[25] in the case of the small diffusion process. In [24], the proposed ADF
GoF tests were based on continuous time observations, on discrète time
observations and on the so-called tick time sampled data for ergodic diffusion
processes.

We need some notations else to introduce the linear transformation pro-

posed in [3]. Dénoté

(1.13)
h= [ g(ïï,q)2 d<7, h = f h(ïï,q) g{^,q) dq, /3 = [ h<(&,q) àq,J0 Jo J 0

h = / q)2 dq, h = [ g{ïï, q) dq,
J o J o

where the fonctions and p('d,ç) will be defined later in Section 4.
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Below we omit $ and s for simplicity and put g = g (fi, s) and h = /($, s).
Introduce the fonctions

(1.14)
/d(s) = 9 ~ h — 3hg + hhg + hg2 + 2/2Z — 2/2/3g2 + hi2h + hhg2

- hhg + 3/fg + hhh2 — 2hhhg — 2/1/2/ + l\hhg + I2hh2 — Z4Z
+ 2/1/4/ ~~ /1/4g fo hhhg fo hhhhg — /f/4/ + /1/ + 2hhhg + hg
- hhhg2 - 5/»2 + 2/1/3% - 255/3% - 2/1/3/12 - /|ft + /3/*2
- 2/3/15 - /4/5% - 5/2/5/i2 + /2/3S2 + /1/5*2 - /239,

(1.15)
V?2(s) = 1 + /5Z — 3/2/5/ + /1/3/1 + -^30 — 3/2/3^ + hhg ~ ^3/ — I1I4I59
+ 3/|/3^ — 2/2/4/55' + 2/2/3/ — ^1-^5/ + /1/2/3Z — ^2^3/ + 3/|/5/
+ Z4/5Z — ^2/4/5/ + 2/1/3Z4Z + I^hg ” hhhg +12 + 2/2/4 + /^
+ hhhhh — /f/3/4/ — hhhg + Zi hhhg — J2 h,h — 2I\llh
- 2/1/2 + + 2/4 - 25/4 - 4/2/4 + 45/3/4 - 45 + /42/55
+ Ilhhg ~ 25/2/3/1 - /3/4/1 + 6/| - 4/f - 5/4/5/*

and

(1.16)
"02 (s) = / + /3Z5 — 2hhg + /5Z2 — 3/2/ — 2hhhg — /1/2/3Z2 + Z45
+ /f/4g + /f/5Z2 — /f/ — hhhg fo Z25 fo Z4Z — hhh — 2/2/5Z2
- 55/1 + 555/*+5/3/*2 + /3/4S2 + /2/3/*2 - 5/12+5/35%
- hhhg2 ~ 2hhhhg + 2 /4/5Z5 + ilhhg - hl2g + ijhg2 + 3/fZ.

Let the linear transformation be given by

</?i(g)z(#,g) + 02(5)5^1 g)
^2(5)fl(1.17)L2[5](t) = 5(t) + dC/(g) ds = wt-

Here wt, 0 < t < 1 is a Wiener process, the Gaussian process Î7 (•) is given
by (1.6) and we suppose that (^(s) is a strictly positive fonction on [0,1).

In our work the basic model is a continuons time ergodic diffusion process

Wo, 0 < t < r,
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where Wt, 0 < t < T is a Wiener process. The trend coefficient S (•) is an
unknown function, the diffusion coefficient <j (x)2 > 0 is known and Xo is
the initial value of Xt. We consider the parametric null hypothesis

H0 : s(-)e{s(tf,-),<?ee = (o,&)},

i.e, the process XT is solution of the équation

dXt = S{d, Xt) dt + <T (Xt) dWt, XQ, 0 <t< T,

where S (i9, x) is known smooth function. We suppose that this process
has ergodic properties with invariant density (1.10). In Section 3, we intro-
duce for the unknown parameter $ the MDE based on the invariant density
/($, x) and the local time estimator (1.7) (see [16])

= arg inf f
??<E© JR

h (z) - / (tf, X)
2

dx.

In Section 4, we consider the Cramér-von Mises type statistic

ÔT = r ri (ri, x)2 dF (ri, x) , ri W. x) = Vf (fT (x) - / (ri, X))J—oo '

and under Ho, we obtain the convergence

Vt (Vtix) =^v{^,x) ,

where

(1.18)

friO° F y \ _ ,
V(ê,x) = 2 }{d,x) \ , rrrXri dtyJ-oo CT (y)y/f(ti,y)

- 2JW-1 / /Jr Jr

(y)

F(&,y) - S{y>x}
°(y)yfJWy)

/(tf,x)/(tf,x) dx dW{y) /(tf,x).

Our goal is to transform the limit process (1.18) into Wiener process in
order to construct the ADF test. We do it in two steps. We apply the first
linear transformation (see (1.8)) to the process 77 (-, -)

Li [77] (x) = f a (y) /(tf,y) d
J — OO

which admits the représentation U (•) (1.6) and the functions <?(•,•) and
h (•, •) will be defined in Section 4 below.

.2f{ti,y)_ ’
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In order to obtain the Wiener process, we introduce the second linear
transformation L2 [•] (1-17) of the Gaussian process U (•) such that

L2 [U] (t) =wt, 0 < t < 1.

First, we show the asymptotic équivalence between L\ [77^] (•) and the process

(1.19) (ê*T,x) = -h /T [dxs - S (tfj, Xs) ds),VT 7o ^ Kxs)

i.e., both statistics converge to the same process (1.6). We shall mention
that the statistic (1.19) was introduced in [15] where the MLE was used for
the unknown parameter.

Now, we hâve to realize the similar transformation L2 [•] (1-17) with the
process (1.19) which is much easier to calculate and then we show in Section
5 the convergence in distribution

T2 [£t] (x) => L2 [U] (t) =wt, 0 < t < 1.

Hence, we hâve

/oo rl[L2 Kt] (x)]2 dF (î?r, x) / w2 dt.
-00 J 0

Therefore, we présent in Theorem 2 below the test = lj5* >Cq| which is
ADF because the limit distribution of does not dépend on S a (•)
and th

2. Preliminaries. Suppose that we hâve continuous time observations
XT = {X*,0 < t < T} of a diffusion process, which is solution of the
stochastic differential équation

dXt = S(Xt) dt + a (Xt) dWt, Xo, 0 < t < T,

where Wt, 0 < t < T is a Wiener process. The trend coefficient S (•) is an
unknown function, the diffusion coefficient g {x)2 > 0 is known and Xq is
the initial value of Xt.

We consider the problem of testing the parametric (composite) hypothesis

Ho ■ s{-)e{S{ÿ,-),êee = (a,b)},

where 0 < a < b < 00, i.e., the process XT is solution of the équation

(2.1) dXt = S(d, Xt) dt + cr (Xt) dWt, Xq: 0 < t < t.
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1

Here S (d,x) is known smooth function depending on the unknown param-
eter d.

We assume that the trend coefficient S (d, x), d G 0 and the diffusion
coefficient a (x)2 satisfy the condition SS (existence of the solution) :

SS. The function S ($, x) is locally bounded, the function a (x)2 > 0 is
continuons and for some C > 0, the condition

xS (d, x) + a (x)2 < C (l + x2)
holds.

By this condition, the stochastic differential équation (2.1) has a unique
weak solution for ail d G © (see for instance [8]).

Dénoté by V the class of functions with polynomial majorants (p > 0)

V = {/»(•): |Mz)l<C(l + MP)}.

Remark 1. The functions S (d, •) and a (-)2 are such that for ail d G ©

V(d,x) =

-y g ($ z)
exp •( —2 / — ’ 2; dy —)• ±oo, as x —» ±oo

o cr (^)J

and
G (d) < oo,

where G (d) is the normalizing constant given by (1.11).

Let us introduce the following condition (ergodicity):
Aq. The functions S (d, •), a (•)±1 G V and for ail d

-—

. S (d, x)lim sup sgn (x) ^ < d.
|x|-xx>tfe© cr (x)

If this condition is fulfilled then the stochastic process X1 is récurrent posi-
tive, i.e., it has ergodic properties. Then there exists an invariant distribution
with the density function (1.10) (see, e.g., [16] for more details).

Introduce the regularity conditions 7Z. (can be found in Kutoyants [16] )
T^i. The invariant density function f (d,x) is différentiable w.r.t. d for ail
iGR and the dérivative f (d, x) E V is uniformly continuons in the follow-
ing sense: for any do G © and v > 0

M •)-/.(<>o,-) = 0.lim sup sup
n0e<d \y-Uo\<v
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n2. The identifiability condition is

inf \\f(dr)-f(d0,-)\\ >0.
|ï9—t90 | >i^

773. The function J (d)
is the Jt?2-norm:

Mo
2

is positive uniformly in d. Here

(2.2) MO
2

f (d, x)2 dx.

In the présentation below we suppose that these conditions are always
fulfilled.

3. Minimum distance estimator. The MDE is based on the invari-
ant density (1.10) and the empirical density (1.7). It is defined as a solution
of the problem

M0-/0M) inf
tfe©

MO-MO

where d E Q = (a,b) is the one-dimensional (unknown) parameter. The
properties and the asymptotic (T —> oo) behavior of this estimator for this
model were studied under regularity conditions 1Z and Ao in [16].

The MDE d^ can be written as well as follows:

(3.1) dj< = arginf f (fT(x)-f(d,x)\ dx
■dee Jr ' 7

and it satisfies the minimum distance équation (MDEq) (can be found in
[16])

[ (/t (a;) - / (^T>x)) f (4-x) dx = °-J IR

Let us put u^ — \/T (d^ — d). Then, by Taylor’s formula, f(d^,x) =
f (d, x) + (d?p — d) f(d, x), where \d — d\ < \d^ — $|, the MDEq becomes as
follows:

f (ET (fT (x) - / (t), x)) x) dx = 0.J IR

Now, using the consistency of the MDE, we can write

( f M*)2\J K

Vf (/T (;x) - / (d, x)) / (#, x) dx + o(l).Urp



Remind that we hâve the convergence

(3.2) VT (/T (x) - / (0, x)) =*• 2 / (0, x) dW"(y) ’

where W (•) is double-sided Wiener process. For the proof see [16].
Therefore, by Fubini’s theorem, êj, admits the following représentation

(3.3)

VT(êx - i?) =*• 2J(t?)_1 f [ SV>, x)m x)dx dW(y).JrJr (r{y)y/f{v,y)

Here J {'d) is given by (2.2).
Moreover, under regularity conditions 1Z and Ao, the MDE ’dj, is consis-

tent and asymptotically normal (for details see Chapter 2, Section 2.2 in
[16])

£„{VT (0Î- - tf)} => £{?} = V(0, cV (0)),
where

ct2 (tf ) = J(tf)~2 [ [ f (tf, x) / (#, x) Dd (:x, y) f (#, y) f (tf, y) dx dy.
J IR JM

Here

A9 (x, y) = 4 Etf
V <r(02/(tf.f)2

4. Cramer-von Mises type statistic. We are going to study the ADF
GoF test based on the Cramér-von Mises type statistic

where

(4.1)

ÔT= r vT(rT,x)2dF(rT,x),
J — oo

* W, æ) = VT (/t (x) - / (0f, i))
and is the MDE defined by (3.1). We will show that we hâve the conver-

gence (the proof will be given later in Theorem 1)

6t 6 = y (#, x)2 dF (,â, x),

where 77 (•, •) is given by (1.18).
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Remark that the limit statistic ô dépends strongly on the model, i.e.,
/(•,•) and the unknown parameter fî. Therefore the test based on this statis-
tic is not ADF. To avoid this difficulty, we hâve to transform the limit process

(1.18) into Wiener process. Indeed, we propose a first transformation (1.8)
for the process 77 (•, •)

(4.2) L1 fa] (x) [ °(y) f(#,y) dJ—00

v(ti,y)
2/ (#,2/)

V(F{0,x)).

Remind that the above transformation was introduced in the problem of the
simple basic hypothesis in [17]. Further, let us define the functions

(4.3) = 2 J (t?)-1 C (tffa s (y, f-1 (i?,s))
a (F-1 (7?, s))

and

(4.4) 9 (rf, a) = C W*[ f ^ (* *))
where a ('â, s) = a (F-1 (d, s)), b (7?, s) = / (d, F-1 (7?, s)) ,

(4.5) C(ti)
fa 2{-u>i}]

a (-d, v) b (î?, v)

n 2

dv

and

JW Jo f ($, F-1 (-â, s))
g ($, s)2 ds = 1.

Here F-1 (7?, s) is the inverse fonction of F(t?,7/), i.e., y is solution of the
équation s = F (#, y).

Then, we show in Lemma 1 that the transformation (4.2) has the following
représentation

(4.6) U (t) = w (t) — g ($, s) dw (s) / h (7?, s) ds, 0 < t < 1,

where w (s), 0 < s < 1 is some Wiener process.
Moreover, we show that the transformation L\ [•] (4.2) of 77^ (•,•) (4.1)

gives us a statistic which is asymptotically équivalent to the process Çt {'■>’)
(1.19). This means that both statistics hâve the same limit Gaussian process
(4.6). Therefore, our ADF test will be based on the statistic Çt (•, •) instead
of L\ [77^] (•) for simplicity of calculus.
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The last step in the construction of the ADF GoF test is to apply the
second linear transformation L2 [•] (1.17) to the limit Gaussian process U (•)
(4.6) and to obtain the Wiener process

L2 [U] (t) =.wt, 0 < t < 1.

Below we realize this program. We hâve the following resuit.

Theorem 1. Let the conditions 1Z, £S and Aq be fulfilled, then

(4.7) riï(rT,x)=>V(ê,x),

and

U(F(‘â-,x)) = [ a (y) f {d,y) d .2'

Due to Theorem 1, it is easily seen that
roo

At= / {Ll[r^](x)fdF(rT,x)

y) H&hv) d
'

—00 \ J —00

Vt (^t? y)

and the statistic

A^ =

2/ K, y)

ÇT(#T,x)2dF(rT,x)

dF {rT,x)

hâve the same limit process

A = / ( / a (y) f {d, y) d
—00 \j —00

77 (#> y)
.2/ (#,2/)_ dF(‘d,x)= f U{tfàt.

J0

Here the Gaussian process U (•) is dehned by (4.6). Then, it is obvious to
see that the test

îpT H{Ay > ca}’ -f* (^ ^ ca) cr, Oi G (0, 1)
is not ADF. So we introduce the linear transformation L2[-] given by (1.17)
such that

(4.8) f [L2[U] (t)]2 dt = [ w\ dt, 0<t<l.J0 J 0

Based on L2[-\, we construct the ADF GoF test in next Section using the
“empirical version” of the test statistic with the same limit (4.8).
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5. ADF GoF Test. In this Section, our purpose is to construct the
ADF GoF test. Recall that the starting statistic

Vt W- x) = Vf (/r (x) -f(rT,xŸ)
converges to the random function 77 (-, -) defined by (1.18). In order to obtain
the distribution free limit statistic, we transform 77 (*, -) into Wiener process
in two steps. Indeed, the first linear transformation L\ [77] (•) given by (4.2)
leads to the Gaussian process U (•) defined by (4.6) which is the same limit
of the process

(#,*) = -4 /J [dVs - S (rT, X.) ds].VT J0 & (As)

Then, we apply the second linear transformation (1.17) such that

L2 [U] (t) =wt, 0 < t < 1.

Now, we hâve to realize the similar transformation with the process Çt (•,•),
which is the “empirical version” of the Gaussian process U (•). To finish, we
hâve to show the convergence in distribution to the Wiener process

l2 Kt] (æ) =>wt, 0 < t < 1.

Therefore, the test Vt = ^{5* >c } wi4h
r00

4=/ [L2[iT\(x)\2dF(rT,x)=^ w+ dt

will be ADF because the limit distribution of ôj, does not dépend on S (•, •),
a (•) and ,â.

Let us realize this program. Dénoté the functions

(5.1)

and

(5.2)

h{&,z) = 2 J{dylC(ê)ï
i S (7?, z)

a(z)

^ _i f F (fi, z) — Isz>v\
g (7?, z) — C (7?) 2 / ——- / (t?, y) f (t?, y) dy.<?(z)f(â,z)

Here J (7?) is defined by (2.2) and

F (7â, z) - 1{z>y)(5.3) C(t>) =

"1 2

(J(z)f (7?, z)
f (&,y) f (#,y) dy f (7?, z) dz.
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Introduce

h g{û,z)2 f dz, î2 h (d, z) g (d, z) f (d, z) dz,

h h(d,z)/(d,z) dz, /4 = / h (d, z)2 f (d, z) dz

and put

h= 9 (#, *) f {#,z) dz.

Further, we define the functions <£1 (•, •), </?2 (*, •) and ^2 (•, •) given by (1.14),
(1.15) and (1.16), respectively, where we replace g and h by g = g {'O, y) and
h = h (fi, y), respectively. Then, we introduce the statistic

(5.4)
wF{p,x) = U{F (d, x))

(piiïï, y) h(d, z) + V>2(d, y) g(ti, z)
fa&y)

dt/(F(d,z)) /(d,?/) dy.

To construct the test, we hâve to replace U (F (d, af)) by Çt (d^,x) and lhe
functions h (•, •), g (•, •), (p\ (•, •), (p2 (•, •) and ^2 (*, •) by their “empirical ver-
sions” based only on the observations. In fact, we insert the MDE d^ instead
of the unknown parameter d in the expressions of the above functions.

In the construction of the test we hâve to introduce two conditions else.

F4. We suppose that (p2 (s) defined by (1.15) is strictly positive function on

[0,1).
7^.5. The function S (fî, x) has two continuons dérivatives w.r.t. d such that

S (d, x), S (d, x) G V

and the functions S (d, x) and a (x) hâve continuons dérivatives w.r.t. x such
that

S' (d,x), <j' (x) G V.

Moreover, due to the consistency of the MDE, we hâve (as T —» 00)

<d2 ($t> h) ~ T2 (d, y)

Hence, we can introduce the function

0.

vi (#t> v) =
T2 (#T’ y) 1 > if <f>2 (dy, y) > 0,
0, otherwise,
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which asymptotically coincides with (p^ ($, y) 1 and therefore the limit dis¬
tribution does not changed.

We construct the ADF GoF test based on the following statistic
‘X •y

/: f: fit y) fil (#r> y) h (#t» z)wHx) = çT(rT,x) +
(5.5) —oo J —oo

+ M#t, y) à 0?T> *) W. *) dF (<?T, y)

where (•, •) is dehned by (1.19). Then, we hâve to show the convergence
in distribution

W}(x) =s. i2 [U] (t) = wt.

The main technical problem in the realization of this program is the def-
inition of the following stochastic intégrais:

(5.6)

and

(5.7)

Remark that we cannot compute these intégrais directly because the inte-
grands contain the MDE fîj, which dépends on the whole trajectory X1
{Xt, 0 < t < T}. Therefore, the corresponding stochastic intégrais (5.6) and(5.7)are not well dehned.

To avoid this problem, we express the stochastic intégrais in terms of
ordinary intégrais using Itô’s formula. We shall mention that this approach
was introduced in a similar problem in [15] and [19].

Let us suppose that h (•, •) and g (•, •) are piece-wise continuons functions
and consider the calculation of the intégrais

For any partition a — z\ < < • • • < zm = 6, we can write

m—1

^2 h (#, zk) [£r (tf, zk+i) - £r (0, zk)]
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m— 1

-M
Therefore as max \zk+i — Zk\ —>• 0, we obtain the limit

m—1

lim V h (tf, %) [£r 0?, *fc+i) - £r (#, *fc)]
m.—Vnn * ■*

jfe=i

i rT h (0, xs)
7o -7(^r {a£X*<6> sVT

1 /'7 h('d,Xs)
vf Ja -^vr {a-x‘<b} {’ s)

and for a = —oo and b = y (our case), we hâve the equality

h{d,z) d£r(*M)
1

J0 <7 ôxy “<**<»>dXs

Vf
By using the same argument, we obtain

»T

/Ié wz) d4r ^z)=ttL vSf1 Ifx*<9} dJfs
_ j_ (Tmxv „ ,

Vf Jo °(XS) I{X*<y>'S^’Xs) d
Now, we introduce the function

F(ïï,y,x) = [ R,('d,y,z) d*,Jx0

where

i? (0, y, z) = 2 J (tf)-1 5 (0) 5 !
n(z)

2 JL{z<y}-

Here 0(1?) and J ($) are given by (5.3) and (2.2), respectively. By the Itô
formula,

dF (0, y, Xs) = F'x (0, y, Xs) dX„ - i F;x (0, y, X.) <7 (Xs)2 ds,

we can write

-T

f R(ti,y,Xs) dXs= [ R(ïï,y,z) àzf R'x Xs) a (Xs)2 ds.J0 2x0 ^ 2o
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Indeed, we obtain

rv „

h (tf, z) d£T (tf, z) = ~^= [ B, (tf, ?/, z) dzVi 7x0

Vf Jo
»T r

i?. («?, y, Xs) S (a?, Xs) + - («9, y, X.) a (Xsf ds.

Hence, we hâve no more stochastic intégral and we can substitute the MDE
î?j.. Now, the process (5.6) is well defined and has the following expression

N{ê*T,y) = ^= [ R ($y, y, z) dz
(5.9) ^T Jx°

-fTVf J0

R (rT, y, Xs) S (rT, Xs) + - R'x (rT, y, X,) a (X,): ds.

Using once more the Itô formula, the représentation (5.8) becomes as follows:

[ g (#, z) dÇT (#, z) = -i= [ Q {&,y, z) dzJ-oo y 1 Jxo

-CVf J0 QV>,y,Xs) S(i),Xs) + ^Q'x({t,y,Xs) a(xsÿ ds.

Here

C(tf)~ 2 f F (iï,z) - lrz>v\
q&y’0)=l U)/(tf,X) 7 ^v) f ^y) dy

Therefore, the process (5.7) is well defined and has the following represen-
tation

M {ÜTiV) = dz
(5.10) V1 JXo

_xr
Vf JO

Q(rT,y,Xs) S(rT,Xa) + -Q'x(rT,y,X,) a(Xsy ds.

Now, using the représentations (5.9) and (5.10), the statistic (5.5) becomes
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as follows:

(5.11)

Wf*(x) = £r(#r>aOf* [ ^ (4»2/)^i(4>l/)J—oo

]_ rXr

Vf r*o
R(#T,y,z) dz

VT Jo

rx

R(FT,y,X,)S(rT,Xs) + \lïx(rT,y,Xs)a(XsŸ ds dFffî,y)

+ / ^W»2/)^(4.y)J — oo

1 rAr

vf '*o
Q{A*T,y,z) dz

VT Jo
Q(rT,y,Xs)S(rT,Xs) + lQ'x(rT,y,Xs)a(Xs)2 ds dF(rT,y).

Let us put

/OO Wf*{x)2 dF
-oo

The main resuit of this paper is given in the following Theorem.

Theorem 2. Suppose that the conditions SS, Ao, F, P\ and F*, are

fulfilled, then the test

V4 - ïï{ô*r>ca}-
is ADF and of asymptotic size a G (0,1).

wi dt > cn \ = a

6. Appendix.

6.1. Proof of Theorem 1. By Taylor’s formula, the statistic 77^ (•,•) de-
hned by (4.1) has the following représentation

Vt Vt, x) — VT [fT (x) - f (0, x)) - Vf (tfj, - ê) M x) + o (1).
Remind that the normalized différence \/T(/t (x) — f (i9, x)) has the asymp-
totic behavior (3.2) and the MDE fij, admits the représentation (3.3). There-
fore, the following convergence (T —» 00)

yT(êT,x)wf^ï]('â,x) = 2f{'â,x) / , , -- dW (y)
J-00 o{y)yf(ti,y)

1
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-2J(fi)~l
F (fi, y) - 1{y>x}

<r(y)Vf (&>y)
f(fi,x)f(fi,x) dxdW (y) f(fi,x)

holds (under hypothesis hio)- Here f (fi, x) is the dérivative of the invariant
density (1.10) w.r.t. fi

f (fi, x) = 2 f (fi, x)
CW

2 G (fi)
fx s (0, y)
o ^ (y)2

In the following Lemma, we show that the transformation (4.2) admits the
représentation (4.6).

Lemma 1. Let the conditions F, SS and Ao be fulfilled, then we hâve
the equality

U (t) = w (t) — f g (fi, s) dw (s) f h (fi, s) ds,
Jo Jo

where w (t), 0 < t < 1 is a Wiener process.

Proof. Following (1.18) and (4.2), we hâve

y (fi, y)U (F (fi, x)) = f a (y) f (fi, y) d
J — OO

- <r(y) f(fi,y) d
J —oo

F(fi, y) - I{y>x}

2/ (A,y) J

-oo ^)v/TWz)
dW (z)

J(fi) JrJr g (y) y/f (fi, y)

Here W (•) is double-sided Wiener process. Further,

30 F(ÿ,z)-l[z>y}

j(ê,x)AF('d,x)AW(y) T ^~A-AF(ê,y).°{y)

& (y) f(fi,y) d dW (z)

(7 (y) f(fi,y) d

cr(z) y/f (fi,z)
y f (fi, z) dW (z)

+ (7 (y) f(fi,y) d

-OO cr(z)y/f (fi, z)

f°° F (fi, z) - 1
V C7(z)y/f (fi,z)

d W (z)

dJWv) àW(y)

<F
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Therefore, we obtain

U (F(tf,x)) = f y/f(0,y) dW(y)
J — oo

F{ïï,y) 1{y>x}^râ x^dF^:X)dW(y) I F{&,y).
J(ïï) JrJr (?(y)y/ v(y)

Let us change the variables t = F($,x), s = F($, y), a($, s) = cr (F 1(?7, s)),
&($, s) = f (d, F-1 ($, s)) and

ie(s)
/•F 1('î?,s;

/ dmâ) dW (y), 0 < s < 1J — OO

is a Wiener process. Hence, we can write (0 < 7 < 1)

U (t) = w (7)

J(d)7o Jo a(ÿ,s)b(ÿ,s)jy { ” y ’Jo a(F-i(ê,s))
= w (t) — f g (fi, s) dre (s) f h(t?,s) ds

7o 7o

and the Lemma is proved.
Below, we show that the linear transformation (4.2) of gives us

a statistic which is asymptotically équivalent to (1.19). Indeed, by Taylor’s
formula, we hâve (under Hq)

(t m, x) = y= fT [dxs - s (ê, x.) dS]VT Jo a (dts)
I{Xs<x} [5(^,Xs)-S(t?,Xs)] dsVT Jo a (Xs)

= Vr[1{x-<x) dH"s
-Vt(4-i>)4 [TTvF^ÆiMds + 0(i).4 Jo & (2fs)

Using central limit theorem for stochastic intégrais, the first stochastic in-
tegral is asymptotically normal (as T —>• oo)

4= / !(*,<*} dW, =► j£ VJWv) dW (y) ~ V (0. F (d, *))
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and by the law of large numbers, we hâve for the second ordinary intégral
(as T —* oo)

1 /"Wibw
TJ0 a(Xa)

x S(0,v)
-oo <r(y)

dF (tf, y).

Therefore, using the above convergence results and (3.3), one can write

îr(rT,x)

2 r r F(ti,y) - fl{y>x}
J(ïï) JrJr a (y) y//($, y)

= U (F (0,x)).

f('â,x)dF('â,x)dW(y)
S {'à, y)

<r(y)
dF{â,y)

Hence, we hâve the asymptotic équivalence between the linear transforma-
tion (4.2) of 77^ (*, •) and the statistic (*, •)> which proves the Theorem.

6.2. Proof of Theorem 2. It is enough to verify the convergence

/oo roowp(xf AF(rT,x)^ / w2F{ÿ x)dF(ê,x) = S’
-OO J — oo

under hypothesis TCq. Here WpMx\ and Wf*(x) are given by (5.4) and (5.11),
respectively.

Note that due to the consistency of the MDE we hâve the convergence

(as T —> oo)

h{&r,z)—g(&T>z) —>

j(rT)^j(ê), *(4,2) —►

and

<pifd*T,z) —> dpi(&tiz) —» fa&z)'
Remind that we proved the convergence (in Theorem 1)

(6.2) Çt(0t,x)=>U(F(#,x)).

Then, we hâve to show that (under TLq)

(6.3) N (rT,y) => N (ê,y),

C7f-
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where N (fi^.y) is defined by (5.9) and

N(#,y)= ^ h (ü, z) dU(F(0,z))J — oo

= j(orië(ÿ)i r ^vmz) dw(z)J-oo a(Z)
(6.4) F(fi,z) ~ 1{z>y}4C(fi)\

J (fi)2 JmJm <r(z)y/f(fi, z)
fy S(fi,z)2

/(tf,2/) f(fi,y) dy dW(z)

a(Zy -f(fi,z) dz.

Here the function h(•,•) is given by (5.1). The process N (fiy,y) has the
following représentation

TV WW = 4= f R (rT, y, z) dzvi Jxo
-T r

Vf Jo
]_ /*XT

a/T Jxo
~/TVf Jo

1 fT

R(#T,y,Xs) s(rT,xs) + -R'x(rT,y,xs) a(xay

R (fi?, y, z) dz

R W, y, Xs) S (ÿ, Xs) + -R'x W, y, X») <7 (Xs)‘

ds

ds

Vf RW, y, *.) [RW, W) - R(V W)] = /fW, y) - WW,y)-

Combining Itô’s formula and the central limit theorem for stochastic inte-
grals, we obtain

^t(^t>2/) =[ R(fi*T,y,z) dzVi VXo

1
R(rT,y,Xs) 5(r?,Xs) + -ü4W,!/W») ^ (W-fVf J0

A=.J R(-a,y,Xa) a(Xa) àWa + o(l)

ds

i? (tf, y, 2) CT (z) yfif(fi~z) dW (z),

where TT (•) is double-sided Wiener process. Further, by Taylor’s formula,
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1

the law of large numbers and the représentation (3.3), we can write

KT&hv)=iAf \J R{#hy,Xs) [s(v*T,xs)-s(v,xa)} ds
T

= VTW-#) 3 J fiftjA) s(ë,xs) ds
f(0,y)f(#,v)àyàw(z)

JRJR <j{Z)y/ J (V,Z)

/oo R(ïï,y,z) S{ïï,z) f(&,z) dz.
-OO

Therefore, we obtain N y) ==> N ($, y), where N ($, y) is given by (6.4).
In the same manner, we show that we hâve the convergence (under Tio)

(6.5) M(<rT,y)^

where M ($^,?/) is defined by (5.10) and

(6.6)
M (&, y) = f g (&, z) dU (F (tf, z))

J — OO

CW
ny F (&, z) - 1{z>y}

— OO

,-i

a (z)f(V,z)
f (#,y) f {$:y)dy Vm*) dw(z)

4J(tf)-‘C(!»)-5 / / UpJf (0, y) f (■&, y) dydW{z)
a(z)Vf (#>z)

F(iï, z) - l{z>y}
°(z)2f(ïï,z) f(&, y) /(#, y) dy sfi, z) /($, z) dz.

Here the fonction g (•, •) is given by (5.2). For the process M (t?^, y), we hâve
the following représentation

MW,y) = -U f QW, y, z) dz
VI JXo

JLd
VT Jo

\ rXT

Vr Jx0
•T

QW,y,Xs) S (i»ï.,V,)+ -<&(!»£, y, Jf.) <x (Xs)'

Q(ÏÏT,y,z) dz

ds

— /V^io <3 (4. y, *,) s1 0>, V.) + - (t??., y, xs) a (xs)- ds
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~^Jo Q(rT,y,xs) [s(rT,xs)-s(ê,xs)} d«
= p(rT,y)-k^ (rT,y).

Due to the Itô formula and the central limit theorem for stochastic intégrais,
we can write

Ît (^ti y) =~(^z
vi Jxo

Q W, y, Xs) S (<?, X.) + l Q'x (rT, y, X,) a (Xs)‘Vf J0

A='j Q(0,y,X,) a(Xa) dlFs + o(l)

ds

=> / Q (d, y, z) a{z)y/f (d, Z) dW (z).
J — oo

Further, we hâve

*J(4.9) = 4/ Q(rT,y,Xe) [S^XJfS&X',)] ds

= Vr(rT-’â)^ J Q(4, v, X.) S(è,xs)ds
F (d, z) - l{z>2/}2J(iî) f (#,y) f (ky) dydW(z)
v(z)Vf (&’z)

/oo Q(ti,y,z) S(-â,z) /(d,z) dz.
-OO

Therefore M (dy, y) =>■ M (d, y), where M (d, ?/) is defined by (6.6). Finally,
(6.2), (6.3) and (6.5) give us the convergence

WF (x) => wmx).

Now, to obtain (6.1), we will prove the convergence of the intégrais by
checking the following three conditions: (see [13] and [15])

1. For any x\,... ,Xk

(Wp (:£l) 5 • • • 5 Wp {x^)) => (wp^x i)j • • • •> F {fi,Xk)) i

wherewprfi^ andWf* (x) are defined by (5.4) and (5.11), respectively.

,
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2. For \xi\ < L,i = 1,2

(6.7) Es |Wp (Xl) - Wp (x2)\2 <C \Xl- æ2|5 ,

where C and L are some positive constants.
3. For any k > 0, there exist L > 0 such that

(6.8) [ EtfWÿ* (x)2 / (#},, x) dx < n.
J |x|>L

The first convergence of finite-dimensional distributions follows from (6.2),
(6.3) and (6.5) for any x\,... , X&.

Then, in order to obtain the estimate (6.7), we write

| Wp (n) - Wp (x2)\2 < 3 Es |ÇT (rT,x,) - (rT, x2)\2

+ 3 E$

1

-Xl

vt ($hy) fi {ïï*T,y)
J X2

-T

\ fXT

Vf 'Xo
R($T,y,z) dz

[R{rT,y,Xs)SarT,X3) + \lix{rT,y,Xs)a(Xa)2]às]àF(rT,y)2
y 1 J o z J

+ 3 Etf

1

-Xi

f\ ($hy)^2(Phy)
JX2

-T

çXt
VT 'Xo

Q{d*T,y,z) dz

+ dF(4,!/)
y 1 Jd z J

Further, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we hâve
-T

Es lér (rT,Xl) - $r (tfr.®2)r < 2 Es

-T ô

+ 2E,

\/T Jo
2

VÏ ()?T rp ^ I{X2<X»<X1} <1«
-Xl

<2 /(0,y)dy+'2(Es M-t»)
fX2

[Xis^yî
' x2 ^(y) /r(y)d2/

< 2
rxi

/ /(#,y)
JX2

-Xl

dy + C / P(y) f{d,y) dy
’x2

Here for any measurable fonction l (•), we use the following relation (can be
found in [16], Section 1.1.3)

i /*T /‘oo

— / Z (Xi) dt= Z(x)/T(x) dx,1 J 0 J-oo
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where fr (x) is the empirical density given by (1.7).
Remind that by the conditions Aq and 71$, the functions £>(&,•) and

a (•)±1 hâve polynomial majorants P (y). In addition, the invariant density
(1.10) has exponentially decreasing tails by condition Ao, i.e., there exist
the constants C\ > 0 and A > 0 such that

f(ÿ,x)<C1e-x'xl

Therefore,

E$ \ÇT ($y,£i) - Çt {ÏÏtiX2)|2 <C\x\— X2\ +C \xi- x2|2 < C \xi - x2\* .

Then, we hâve

E,<
rx i i pXt

/ (tihy)fa(Phy)[-]= / R{dT,y,z) àz
<X2 v 1 JXo

-h / [i?W,J/,Xs)5W,Xs) + tfl;(^,y,Xs)<7(Xs)2]d«]dF(^,ÿ)12
< 2 E$

-4
+ 2 E$

1

'x2

-T

r | (‘Xt

X0

[R(D,y,Xa)S(rT,X3) + ^R'x(ÿ,y,Xs)a(Xa)2}ds dFffî,y)

rxi p ^ rXr
/ <^2 (4.?/)^i(4»2/) -7= / R{ïï,y,z) dzJxo LVi JXq

1 i 21 ry /.a .. v \ _t xr \27 1

'*1

'x2

-

„

T 'X0
R{ïï,y,z) dz

T ro
[i?.(d,y, Xs)S(^,X,) +

< 2 E
-Xl

-= / R(#,y,Xs)dWadF(ti,y)VT Jx2 J0
1 rxi r-T

Vf(rT~-â)- <pi0,y)<pi(0,v) / Æ(0,!/,X>)dW'sdF(<?,ÿ)J J Xi ^0
+ 2E$

+ 0(1).

Indeed, here we used the Itô formula

-xT rT

f ‘ R(ÿ,y,z)dz- [ [R,(ti,y,Xs)S(ti,Xa) + lR'x('â,y,Xs)a(Xa)2]dsJxo J 0 2

fi(t),ÿ,X.)dW.
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and

rXT

'Xq

-L
R{&, y, z)dz - / [È(ë, y, Xa)S(0, Xs) + ]^Èx(ë, y, X>(XS)2] ds

R(ë,y,Xa)dWa.

Additionally, by Fubini’s theorem and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we
write

E,'
^ /**i rT

~^=j <pi{â,y)M#,v)Jo R(V,y,Xs)dWsdF(ti,y)
< E$

VT J0
nT rx i

R(ïï,y,Xs) (p\ (tf,y) ddWs
r®2

< E$ —
T 40

oo

r-Xl

R(&,y,Xs) <p% 09, y) (fiii'â^y) dF(ti,y)

< E

>X2

"Xl

ds

R{&, y, z)<pt W y) î/) dE($, y)
’X2

Ît(z) dz

< [F(0,Xi)-F(0,x2)]
rx i /*oo

[#($, 2b ^#2" (#>2/)0i(tf>2/)] /OM) dzdF(tf,y).
^æ2 «/ — oo

Therefore, using the conditions *4o and 7^5, we obtain

Ev
^ /*æi rT

^2 (#> 2/) <£i (#> 2/) / 2/, ^s) dW, dF(tf, y)
Jx2

< C \x\ - x2|.

Then, we hâve

'o

E$

< E$

< E#

< E

1 fXl f1 ■

VT (#J- — &) — I èt(0,y)M#,y) R(0,y,Xa)dWtdF(4,y)
1 Jx2 40

i fT rx i
Vf(rT-ÿ)- / Æ(tf,y,Xs)^(tf,t/)ÿi(tf,!/)dF(tf,,,)dW's1 J 0 4x2

2 i rT rx\

Vf(rT~â) - / fl(tf,ÿ,X.)^+(tf,j/)vi(tf,ÿ)cLF’(tf,ÿ)dWr<1 4o 4X2
î.

VT(4-î2)'



ÿ2 I
T rx i

R(&,y,Xs) fit (&,y) <Pi(#,y) dF('â,y)dWs
0 JX2

<

<

C_

c

T

%(

TE.

E,

*æi

i?,(î9,2/, Xs) (tf, y) (tf, ?/) dT(tf, 2/)
JX2

-Xl

ds

2/, z) fit (tf, y) (pi ('â, y) dF(tf, y)
’X2

Ît{z) dz

<-l {F('â,œ1)-F(#,X2)Y

no° 4 \#0?, y, *)fit W y) 2/) f z) d2: dF(^’ y)
-oo /

<
c

T' X2 J— OO

Similarly, we obtain the following estimate
rxi

^ ^ rXT
E^ / <pt (^t>î/)^2(^t>2/)[-^ / QiPhyi*) dzJx2 Vi

- -b f{Q(rT,y, xt)s(é*T,Xs) + Iq'x(#t, y, *>(*J]ds]dF(<^, y)
< C \x\ - x2 \ ■

Now, we hâve to check the condition (6.8). Indeed,

E,,|Wf* W|2 < 3 |4r (i?^,:c)|2
+ 3 E$

“vf.
+ 3 E$

1

fit (ïïtiV) fii(ïï*T,y)
/ —OO

«T

- i rXT

VT ’X0
R(tiT>yiz) d^

1 T>!W, y,v.)5(^,JQ + y, X>(Xs)2]dS dF(<?£,y)

T2" (#r>2/) Ÿ2(#T>y)
l çXt

VT ’X0
Q(ïï*T,y,z) dz

VT J0
We can write

+ ^QLW.Î/WsV(V)2]d«ldF(^,y)

By|CTW,^)|2<2E jQ ^XsKx} dWs
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+ 2 E. j rTs(o,xs)„ÆVt-*)ïJo AMQ 1{X’<x} d$

< 2F(tf, x) + 2 (e* | \/T(^t - $ )
i

14 \ 2 I rT mx3)
TJo a(Xs) {x’<x}

„ 1
4\ 2

<2 F(0,x) + C U P(y)f(ê,y) dy) <C.

Moreover, using the same représentation as above, we hâve

\ rXT
Ev ^2 (ïï*T,y) (pi(#Tiy) VT ’X0

R(#T> V> z) dz

±jb^Xs)S^Xs) + ±B'x('d*T,y,Xs)a(Xs)2}ds dF(0*T,y)
< c

and

E
J — oo

1

- | rXr

vf '*0
Qi^TiVi*) dz

[QW, j/, Xs)S(^, Xs) + y, Xs)a(Xs)2]d« dF(VT, y)
vi to z J

< C.

Finally, the convergence (6.1) is proved and the test ijjj, is ADF.
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